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It seems that he will be released after the operation is completely over.

So everything is not useful!

But the only hope is the few confidants of Agent Black Hawk.

If he can’t be contacted in these two days, some measures may be taken.

Wrong.

After the Black Hawk agent was put under house arrest.
Several of his confidants immediately realized that something was wrong…

Agent Black Hawk is not a good stubborn, nor is his confidant.

Several people combined with the time and place of the Black Hawk agent’s disappearance and so on.
Finally realized that Agent Black Hawk was under house arrest by the Lab of the Gods.

The Lab of the Gods is afraid that it will attack in advance.

These confidants knew about the relationship between the Black Hawk Agent and the Lab of the Gods
and Levi Garrison.

From the standpoint of the War Eagle Nation, they naturally hope that Daxia and the Gods Lab will kill
each other.

After realizing that there was a major problem, they immediately went to the Bible organization to find
the evil god.

“Something may be going on!!! Agent Black Hawk is under house arrest! We can’t find anyone else, let
alone receive any information!”

“According to our inference, the last time the giant creatures raged! The Lab of the Gods had taken
advantage of the chaos to hide all the real giants under the energy power station…

It was a smoke bomb last time! The first step is to find out the various deployments of Daxia! Second,
take advantage of the chaos to hide the Big Mac! Kill two birds with one stone! “

“Although the Black Hawk has disappeared! His authority still exists everywhere in the Warhawk Nation!
This is definitely the Lab of the Gods that controls everything behind!”

…

At this moment, the Underworld God who was in a relaxed state jumped up after a few strokes.

No wonder his people stared at the major energy power stations of the War Eagle Nation, but there was
no problem.

It turned out that they had been hiding a long time ago, and they couldn’t even stare at them wherever
they were.

No wonder the message from Agent Black Hawk was never received. It turned out to have been under
house arrest a long time ago.

“But my people found someone dangling near the energy power station yesterday! According to logic,
they should be stepping on the spot, thinking about how to hide the Big Mac underneath!”

The evil god began to say.

He couldn’t believe it, everything was silent?

How can it be?

